Mutation spectrum and founder chromosomes for the ABCA4 gene in South African patients with Stargardt disease.
To assess the mutation spectrum of ABCA4 underlying Stargardt disease (STGD) in South Africa (SA) and to determine whether there is a single or a few founder chromosomes in SA STGD families. Sixty-four probands exhibiting the STGD phenotype were screened for mutations in the 50 exons of ABCA4 by single-strand conformational polymorphism-heteroduplex analysis sequencing and restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis. Microsatellite marker haplotyping was used to determine the ancestry in 10 families. Fifty-seven ABCA4 disease-associated alleles were identified that comprised 16 different sequence variants, of which two were novel, in 40 individuals of the cohort of 64 subjects. The most common variants identified included the C1490Y, L2027F, R602W, V256splice, R152X, and 2588G-->C mutations. The C1490Y variant was the most common disease-associated variant identified (19/64 subjects) and was absent in 392 control chromosomes. At least 10 ABCA4 disease-associated haplotypes were identified. Two of these haplotypes, which carried the C1490Y mutation, were identified in three unrelated families. Results suggest that ABCA4 is the major gene underlying STGD in the cohort investigated. Five of the six common sequence variants identified were at a higher frequency in the SA cohort than reported in published data on individuals of similar ancestry. The mutation and haplotype data suggests that there are several ancestral haplotypes underlying STGD in SA. There seems to be at least two different origins for the common C1490Y mutation, as well as two for the R602W mutation, thereby suggesting several founder effects for STGD in SA.